
Energy earns, or simply burns 
…the choice is yours

Case Study 

Solar Thermal  
Chiller Systems 
Solar thermal assisted compression technologies providing effective and efficient process 

cooling. 

Cool ROI's Solar Chill technology considerable increased the efficiency of the air conditioning within

a large Marriott hotel resort. Our system is an innovative, combined technology designed to harvest 

the free energy from the sun, thus creating thermal energy to better assist the refrigerant 

compression process. 

Customer Situation 

Substantially large hotel resort in 
St. Kitts, West Indies. The cost of 
air conditioning is the resort’s 
single largest overhead. 

The resort consists of two main 
buildings in need of cooling 
intervention. 

Solution 

Install the innovative systems 
from Cool ROI to achieve
electricity consumption reduction. 
………………………………………… 

Benefits 

*Reduce electricity overhead

*Reduced ongoing equipment

*maintenance costs

*Extended equipment lifespan

*Reduced CO2 production

*Improved working temperatures

*Increase in staff and customer

comfort 

Air conditioning constitutes one of the largest overhead 
costs to a broad spectrum of businesses today, especially 
within the hotel industry whereby guests are able to 
control their individual systems at any time. 

Electricity unit costs are particularly high in this area of 
the world. The costs average between $0.36c and $0.46c 
per kw for commercial consumption.

The client’s comfort cooling systems were relatively new 
at just four years of age. As such, to rip out these 
systems fully was not considered to be a viable option. 
Solar Chill’s installation was therefore retro-fit onto the 
hotel’s existing cooling systems. 

The plot consisted of two buildings housings four 35-ton 
Carrier chiller systems. These were retro-fitted at ground 
level with the thermal collectors installed of the rooves of 
both buildings. 
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Project Partners 

- Marriot Hotels 
- Powerplus Bahamas Ltd. 
- Cool ROI, Inc.

Energy earns, or simply 
burns…the choice is yours 

“St. Kitts benefits from at least 4,000 hours of unbroken sunshine 
every year. Given the price of electricity in this part of the world, 
matched with the available solutions, potential for energy 
reduction here is vast. Solar Chill is a perfect fit for this
environment” 

-Edward Sweat, Cool ROI, Inc.

 The graph below illustrates System 1’s test period usage results: 

lunedi martedi mercoledi giovedi venerdi sabato domenica

4 - 10 Aug 2014 798 768 789 749 759 774 771

1 - 7 Sep 2014 588 572 591 612 572 567 575
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The table below illustrates the prior annual cost before Cool

ROI’s installation compared to the projected annual cost 

post installation. The figures speak for themselves.  

Approx. annual costs prior 
to Solar Chill Installation

$473,938 

Projected annual cost 
running with Solar Chill

$355,453 

Projected savings 
with Solar Chill 

$118,484 

 Return on investment - just 13 months 
2020 Dickory Ave.
Suite 102
Harahan LA 70123
o. 504-322-2599
m. 1-225-428-7370 To find out more...  

If you’d like to know more about this project, please email 
roger@thenextenergy.com or call 1-225-428-7370

Email: roger@thenextenergy.com

mailto:pammy@coolroi.com

